
display in a new direction

Well made, easy to use and aggressively priced the Compass banner stand
is an incredible value. Versatile and unique no other banner stand combines 
tilt/rotate to create dynamic backwalls, serve as a table top header (behind the 
table) and is perfect for floor-standing product backwalls ... Compass  does it all!

One of the most unique display 
stands to come around in a long 
time, Compass is truly special. Four practical 
rectangle graphic sizes are mounted to a 
variable height telescoping mast. The 
banner-to-mast mount is an innovative hub 
that allows the banner to rotate at different 
angles as well as tilt up or down.

Applications:

• Product backdrops. Perfect to promote 
floor-standing products like lawn mowers, 
tillers and more.

• Dynamic angled multi-unit backwalls. 
Layer, stagger or line up.

• Directional signage. Message placement 
at multiple vantage points. 

• Combine with a table and table throw. 
Since the banner sits behind the table, 
Compass allows full use of the entire table top.

Banner can be tilted forward
or backward. Project your 
message to a higher level 
platform or tilt downward to 
a lower level.

Banner can be rotated and 
locked into any position.  
Display at an angle and see 
how many heads turn!

Compass mates up perfectly behind
and over a table. Frees up the entire
table top for your products, literature
and more!

Shown behind a six foot table.
Graphic size is 62”x36”



display in a new direction

Set-up Instructions
PARTS LIST

A - carry bag
B - mast
C - base

1. Insert mast (B) into base (C). See Close Up Pic 1.
2. Insert 4 rods (D) into mast hub as shown. See Close Up Pic 2. use short rods (E) for larger graphics to extend length of rods.
3. Attach graphic (F) to rods (D). Rod ends hook into grommets at corner of banners. See Close Up Pic 3. Some tension is normal.
4. Adjust mast (B) height. See Close Up Pic 4.
5. Adjust mast (B) hub. Rotate banner to any angle. Tilt banner forward, backward. See Close Up Pic 5 & 6.

D - rod (x4)
E - short rod (x4) *
F - graphic
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* Short rods required to extend standard rods when displaying larger graphics
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